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Please note that all dates are subject to change or cancellation this year due to COVID-19. 

 

2020-2021 Calendar for Orchestra 
DATE TIME PLACE GROUPS INVOLVED REASON 

Nov 14 All Day Warren Central HS Select 7/8 graders IN-ASTA Central All-Region 
Orchestra 

Jan 14-16 All Day Fort Wayne Select students IN-ASTA Junior High All-State 
Orchestra 

Jan 29 School Day LGI 7/8 graders Coffee Concert 

Jan 30 all day Avon HS Interested students ISSMA Instrumental Solo & 
Ensemble Contest 

Mar 16 TBA TBA 7/8 graders CG Orchestra Festival 

May 1 All day Kings Island 8th grade Music in the Parks Contest 

May 11 5-7 PM HS Vandy Gym All students Spring String Fling Rehearsal 

May 11 7 PM HS Vandy Gym All students Spring String Fling Concert 

Bolded entries indicate a performance.  
 
 
 

2020-2021 Calendar for Percussion 
 
Nov 14-15 - IBA All Region Honor Band 

Jan 14-16 - Junior All State Band 

Jan 30 - ISSMA Solo & Ensemble 

Feb 19 - Percussion Solo & Ensemble 

Feb 25 - Night of Percussion 

May 18 - Spring Concerts 

 
Bolded entries indicate a performance.  
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PERSISTENCE 
On task at all times 

RESPECT 
● Listen to your director. 
● Treat your fellow musicians the way you want to be treated. 
● If something is not yours, do not touch it or move it! 

INTEGRITY 
● Support your fellow musicians in their efforts. 
● Give your best effort every time. 

DEPENDABILITY 
● Be prepared and on time to ALL rehearsals and ALL          

performances. 
● Practice your music - work hard! 

EXCELLENCE 
Take good care of all instruments and equipment.  
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August 02, 2020 

Welcome to the Music Department at CGMSN! I am so excited to share the journey of this coming school year                    
with you. 

Music is crucial because it’s music. The increase in testing scores is a by-product. However, music is crucial                  
because it’s an essential element to this human experience. It is crucial because of whatever it means for us                   
and how it shapes how we see or experience life. This is why music permeates so many elements of life. 

Art decorates space, but music decorates time. Whenever you hear a song, it takes you back to a moment,                   
and when we think about that moment, we think about an experience. That’s why a specific type of music can                    
put you in a funk while a separate type takes you to a beautiful place. 

Our orchestra continues to increase in size, stature, and skill. We want to thank each returning                
member for their previous efforts, and encourage new and returning members alike to give one               
hundred percent effort as we get ready for another exciting year of music making. 

Failing is merely the first attempt in learning. Do not be afraid to try something because you think you will not 
be good at it. Chances are, YOU WILL NOT! THAT IS OK! In order to be successful, you will need to make 
mistakes and learn from them. Easy is boring. Effort is what makes you smart. Even scientists say so. Most 
importantly, I want you to promise yourself you will KEEP TRYING. When it gets tough, I as your teacher 
promise to help you along the way. Again, welcome to Orchestra. Let us get to work! 

I care about my students - their home life as well as their classroom successes, and I believe it’s important to 
put students first and everything else second. If you have any concerns over the course of the year, please 
don’t hesitate to reach out through email and/or phone. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

R Joseph Shimp - Music Educator 

317-885-8800 x5160 - shimpj@centergrove.k12.in.us 
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Grading 
COVID Music Grading Breakdown (1st semester or longer): 

Assessment 30% 

Weekly Skills 40% 

Music Literacy 30% 

 

6th Grade Music Grading Breakdown: 

Assessment 20% 

Concerts 20% 

Weekly Skills 40% 

Music Literacy 20% 

 

7th & 8th Grade Music Grading Breakdown: 

Assessment 30% 

Concerts 20% 

Weekly Skills 30% 

Music Literacy 20% 

 

The scale used: 

A 90%-100% - (Highly Proficient) 

B 80%-89% - (Proficient) 

C 70%-79% - (Below Proficient) 

D 60%-69% - (Well Below)  

Students may redo any classwork or assessments to earn partial credit. 

 

Policy for Rehearsal and Performance Attendance 
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Good communication amongst teachers, learners and parents can prevent misunderstandings. So please            
communicate right away with Mr. Shimp when there are problems and calendar conflicts. 

The group’s performance calendar is on the first page of our web site and on the rear of the cover to this                      
Orchestra Handbook. Students are expected to arrive 15 minutes early to rehearsals and 45 minutes early to                 
concerts to unpack, warm up and get ready. They are also expected to stay for the entire rehearsal or                   
performance.  

Students who miss a significant number of in-school or after-school rehearsals for excused or unexcused               
reasons may lose their leadership seating and, if necessary, may not be allowed to perform at the concert. This                   
affects students who miss: 

● More than 20% of the classes in the 6 weeks leading up to a concert 

● More than 40% of the classes in the last 2 weeks before a concert 

Unexcused absences from any required after-school rehearsals or dress rehearsals before the concert. 
 

Music Curriculum 
 
Similar to any other program in the CG Community, the orchestra and percussion programs emphasize the                
importance of QUALITY WORK. 

The music program aims to develop student’s self-growth and self-understanding through flow experiences.  

In order to contribute to the success of the group, orchestra and percussion students experience a professional                 
environment inside an educational environment. The director immerses the students in practices, protocol and              
etiquette identical to those followed by professional orchestras and bands to drive learning, presence and               
achievement to the maximum level. 

A Critical Pedagogy approach to music education has been adopted to suit the needs of the music program in                   
education of the “whole child.” To aid learners in becoming better musicians, students interact with the teacher                 
on issues which may not be musical in nature but have an effect on the learning process. Those issues include                    
the cultural, political and social implications to the music being experienced. Awareness about these issues               
magnifies students’ ability to make their own musical choices rather than being passive consumers of popular                
culture. Students are immersed in the creation of something new, whether it is through an existing performance                 
of someone else’s work or using their own compositions.  
6th Grade Orchestra - This one-year course is designed for the student who is interested in learning to play a                    
string instrument. It includes the development of skills necessary to become independent as a musician. This                
course emphasizes the place of string music in the Western musical heritage. It concentrates on the                
development of note-reading skills, aural skills, rhythmic patterns, intonation, and tonality inherent to Western              
string music. The importance of sustained group and individual effort is stressed. A progression of fundamental                
and technical proficiency is expected. Emphasis will be placed on having a variety of performing experiences.  

7th & 8th Grade Orchestras - These one-year courses are designed for the student who has developed skills 
beyond those outlined in the 6th Grade Orchestra. They include further development of those skills necessary 
to become independent as a musician. They concentrate on the development of style, articulation, dynamics, 
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rhythmic ability, and tone inherent to string music performance. A progression of technical proficiency is 
expected. These are elective courses for middle school students. 

7th Grade Band - Percussion - This one-year course is designed for students who have achieved beyond the                  
beginning percussion level. It includes guidance and direction in solving psychomotor problems relating to              
instruments and the techniques for producing and evaluating pitch, tone, rhythmic patterns, and dynamic levels               
within a variety of musical styles. The importance of sustained effort and practice is stressed for technical                 
proficiency.  

8th Grade Band - Percussion - This course is designed for students who have achieved beyond the 
intermediate band level.  

PRIVATE LESSONS 

Private lessons are not required but HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. While I try to maintain a reasonable class size                 
with a maximum of 25 students, that does not always happen. The individual and specialized training that a                  
student receives during private instruction allows a student to improve performance skills rapidly. I will also                
maintain a list of recommended private instructors and assist students in selecting a teacher. Students directly                
with the private instructor must make scheduling and payment arrangements. Private lessons may not be given                
in the schools this year. Virtual private lessons from your home may be an option. 

ORCHESTRA PRIVATE LESSON SCHOLARSHIPS 
There are scholarships available for orchestral private lessons.  Ask for information from a director, and we will 

do all that we can to help in your future endeavors. 
 

Essential Learnings 
Each student will work towards proficiency on the following essential learnings throughout their participation in               
music: 

1. Instrument Position - Students play with little or no tension using correct posture and playing position. 

2. Left-Hand Position - Students move the left arm and hand around the instrument freely, keeping the                
thumb and fingers curved and relaxed. 

3. Right-Hand Position - Students will use a healthy shoulder, elbow, wrist and finger position to provide                
the best balance of control, flexibility and power for their bow and instrument. 

4. Tone Quality - Students play with a consistent, even, stable and smooth tone quality.  

5. Pitch Accuracy - Students interpret and write notation and know the relationships amongst the notes               
upon the staff and the fingerboard. Pitches are accurate whenever played. 

6. Intonation - Students use the correct finger patterns and best position to perform the notes in their                 
music and to adjust their fingertip to finely tune every note. 

7. Rhythm - Students read, individually decipher and properly perform rhythms within a common pulse              
and at a musically convincing pace. 

8. Articulations - Students clearly perform all articulations (staccato, tenuto, slurs, accents, etc.) as             
marked. 
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9. Dynamics, Balance and Phrasing - Students perform the same dynamics through the peaks and valleys               
of their phrasing, to use a volume that blends within their own section, and to agree upon the volume                   
that balances the importance of their own section’s part with respect to the parts of other sections in an                   
ensemble. 

10. Evaluating Music Performance - Applies criteria to evaluate instrumental performances. They           
demonstrate appropriate performance behaviors.  

Technology Policy 
1. Students should bring their iPads every day to class. 
2. Students are required to come to class with their devices charged to at least 50 percent and to use 

devices set to at least 50-percent brightness so you can use the devices throughout the period and I 
can see your screens at all times. 

Expectations for Orchestra 
 
We make every effort to teach students more than just the vocational skills they will need to work. In orchestra,                    
students are expected to learn and demonstrate a strong work ethic, professional and respectful conduct, and                
good communication skills that are required for every workplace. In class and especially in the community,  
WE HAVE 4 NORMS... 

1. Keep Mr Shimp happy. 
2. Raise your hand for comments or questions. 
3. Show respect. 
4. Make responsible choices. 

 
Consequences 

● 1st consequence: verbal warning 
● 2nd consequence: think-it-over time 
● 3rd consequence: responsibility log 

Materials Needed 
Students that do not have materials will limit their potential for growth on their instrument.  

Bring the following materials to class EACH DAY: 

1. iPad and the following free apps: 

o Canvas 

o InsTuner - Tuner 

o Tempo - Metronome to practice playing in time 

NOTE: Students are required to come to class with their devices charged to at least 50 percent and to 
use devices set to at least 50-percent brightness so you can use the devices throughout the period and 
I can see your screens at all times. 

2. Wire music stand (if desired) 
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3. Method book 

o SIXTH GRADE ORCHESTRA - ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS INTERACTIVE FOR STRINGS – BOOK 1 BY ALLEN,              
GILLESPIE AND HAYES 

o SEVENTH GRADE ORCHESTRA – ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS INTERACTIVE FOR STRINGS – BOOK 2 BY             
ALLEN, GILLESPIE AND HAYES 

o SEVENTH GRADE PERCUSSION – A FRESH APPROACH TO MALLET PERCUSSION AND A FRESH APPROACH              
TO THE SNARE DRUM - BOTH BY MARK WESSELS 

o EIGHTH GRADE ORCHESTRA – ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUE FOR STRINGS - BOOK 3 BY ALLEN, GILLESPIE              
AND HAYES 

4. Mallets and sticks (Percussion) 

o 1 stick or mallet bag (cordura or synthetic)  

o 1 pair of medium yarn mallets (marimba, suspended cymbals, tom toms)  

o 1 pair of hard rubber mallets (xylophone, bells, wood blocks)  

o 1 pair of concert snare drum sticks  

o 1 pair of medium or general timpani mallets 

5. Ear Protection (percussion) 

6. Rosin - recommended brands include (arranged from lowest to highest price) Paige’s, Hidersine,             
Hill, Jade (hypoallergenic formula), Pirastro or Melos for violin, viola and cello. For bass, Pops is                
recommended. (strings only) 

7. 2 Clean Cloths - one for rosin and one for fingerprints (strings only) 

8. Bow in a case (Bass & Violoncello)  

9. One good quality instrument made of NATURAL-colored wood and bow in the case (Viola & Violin) 

10. Replacement strings (viola & violin) - needed if you don’t rent from Paige’s Music 

11. Shoulder Rest (violins and violas only) 

Required equipment purchases due August 21! 

From time to time during the school year, you will receive a material check. The simplest way to prevent a                    
responsibility log entry is to have everything you need at all times.  

Other equipment needed throughout the year: 

▪ A good quality instrument made of NATURAL-colored wood (cellos/basses - for home practice) 

▪ Kit with Xylophone / Practice Pad (Percussion – for home practice) 

▪ Rock Stops (cellos/basses) 

▪ Orchestra T-Shirt (strings only - needed for Spring String Fling in May) 
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CONCERT UNIFORM: 
▪ Orchestra: Orchestra Polo Shirt (details to come), Black dress belt, pants, shoes, & socks 

▪ Percussion: White dress shirt; Black dress belt, pants, shoes, & socks 

COVID Rehearsal Procedures 
 
To help prevent possible exposure to COVID-19, we will do the following in orchestra and percussion: 

1. Students clean stands and chairs when they switch stands/chairs and/or classrooms. 
2. Students will wear masks at all times.  
3. Mr Shimp will assign student seats. Students will be spaced out to the greatest extent possible in the 

Orchestra Room. 
4. Students will face the same direction. Everyone except cellos will stand during rehearsal. 
5. All students will wash or sanitize hands prior to the start of each rehearsal. 
6. Students and teachers should: 

a. participate regularly in school-wide health and wellness questioning/screening/testing; 
b. wash hands for 20 seconds prior to rehearsal or thoroughly use disinfecting hand sanitizer; 
c. avoid touching the face, mouth, nose, and eyes; and 
d. cover coughs or sneezes in the crook of the elbow. 

7. Each musician is to have their own chair and stand. 
8. No sharing of any equipment, instrument, pencils, music, etc. Musicians will be required to have their 

own materials or they will not be allowed to participate in class (i.e. There are no shared sticks/mallets, 
rosin this year.) 

9. Cleaning instruments 
a. Students clean shared instruments as they arrive, and whenever they switch spaces or 

equipment in classrooms. 
b. Sharing instruments will be avoided when possible. 
c. When disinfecting instruments, guidelines from the manufacturer will be followed to prevent 

damage.  
10. Practice Room Use 

a. The student who arrives is responsible for wiping the stand. 
b. Signage for the limit for the number of people who may be entered in each practice room.  

11. Concerts and Performances 
a. We will follow guidance of the state on large events. 
b. Virtual options are being considered for performances.  

12. Using alternate and additional spaces, especially going outside, will be considered when possible.  
Percussion instruments must be stored in the side room and moved to the rehearsal area for rehearsals. 

SETTING UP AT THE BEGINNING OF CLASS.  

1. COME INTO CLASS QUIETLY. 
2. NO FOOD OR DRINK. Spit out gum or candy before you come into the classroom. Make sure you                  

keep food and beverages (with the exclusion of water) outside of the classroom. 
3. Be in the classroom in your assigned seat as soon as the bell rings.  
4. GET INSTRUMENT READY. You will be given two minutes to get your instruments ready before               

warm-ups and stretching. Violins and violas: place your instrument case level on the ground with the                
latches facing you. Open the case and take the instrument out by the neck. Cellos and basses: pick                  
your instrument up by the neck and ribs and carry it to your spot before adjusting the endpin.                  
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Percussionists – if playing accessories or more than one set of mallets, make sure to get a carpet                  
square. Cease from playing at this time. 

5. STORE YOUR INSTRUMENT AND CASES. You can place your case on the floor between you and                
your stand partner. Fiddles and violas shall be in rest position when not in use. Large stringed                 
instruments may place their instrument on its side with the strings facing them and the endpin facing                 
front. Percussionists should place any cover with the bottom facing up. 

6. SET UP YOUR MUSIC STAND. You may get your music and rosin your bows at this time. Cease from                   
playing at this time. Your music stand is your workstation for the class duration. Have your pencil, iPad                  
tuner, music and method book out on the stand ready to go. 

Violin and Viola Cello and Bass 

  

7. IN THE EVENT YOU ARE LATE 
● If you have a late pass, give it to the director. 
● Quickly get ready for class. 
● If you are late (unexcused) for more than 5 minutes, this is not a tardy. You are considered to be                    

“out of area” and you will be given a discipline slip. 
8. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ARE PERSONAL PROPERTY. Students may only use their private           

instrument or an instrument assigned to them for use during school. NEVER touch anyone else’s               
instrument or case. If you have forgotten your instrument, do not take someone else’s. Any               
unauthorized use of another student’s instrument will be considered theft. All students must label their               
case with a name tag. Take care of all instruments with the utmost respect. Any instrument                
broken by accident or on purpose will be charged to the parents of the student using it                 
at the time it was broken.  

9. ASSIGNMENTS. Assignments are due at the beginning of class if it is a paper copy. Put them in the                   
turn in the bin. Online assignments are due earlier than midnight on the day it is due. 

10. LATE WORK POLICY: No late work accepted in the final week of the grading period. 
11. DISTRIBUTING NEW MUSIC OR FORMS 

a. Mr Shimp or the student messenger will distribute new music by giving it to each section leader, 
who is then responsible for giving it to the rest of the section. 

b. Mr Shimp or the student messenger will distribute new forms by handing it to the start of each 
row. You are to then pass it down the row until everyone has received them.  

12. COLLECTING OLD MUSIC AND RETURNED FORMS.  
a. In accordance with the copyright law, old copied music shall be recycled after use. 
b. Returned forms should be turned in to the turn-in bin positioned on the shelf. 
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13. COLLECTING FUNDS  
a. When paying with checks or money orders, please write the student’s name on the check. 
b. When paying with cash, please place it in an envelope and label the envelope with the student’s                 

name. 
14. Wait for the A to play before tuning. Follow the tuning procedure as guided by your leader. 

DURING CLASS 

TUNING AND TAKING ATTENDANCE. Students’ strings must be in tune prior to rehearsal beginning. The               
tuning procedure will start two minutes after stretches and warm ups. In the event that you are not ready to                    
tune your instrument in time, you will be marked tardy.  

● Sixth and Seventh grade: 

a. Students shall stop playing and talking. The student leader operates the tuner. If you need a                
peg turn, raise your hand and Mr Shimp will come around to help you. 

b. The student leader plays the A on the speaker. The students listen quietly for 5 seconds, hum                 
and match the A, and then tune their A strings at the tip of the bow using a good, transparent                    
tone. If you cannot tell if the note is sharp or flat then tune the note unmistakably flat, and then                    
raise the pitch until it is in tune. 

c. When students are finished tuning the A, the student leader turns the tuning pitch to D, and                 
everyone tunes their D string. The process repeats for the G, C and E strings. String bass                 
students shall begin using octave harmonics to tune their strings. 

● Eighth grade: 

a. Students will play A on the speaker. Tune to this pitch at a mezzo piano. 
b. Tune your strings in fifths (if you are comfortable doing so) on your own. 
c. The director will do a final tuning check of each string. Your director will use hand signals for                  

each string. Only play the string that is currently being tuned.  
d. If you are still having tuning problems by the end of this procedure, raise your hand so that your                   

director may help you. 

1. Play a respectful sound on your instrument. 

2. You do not need to ask to use the trash can or pencil sharpener.  

3. PASSES. Do not leave class without permission or until you are excused. You need to ask to use                  
a pass for the bathroom, nurse, water fountain, your locker or the front office. You are required to                  
sign-out with your iPad and take the corresponding pass with you prior to leaving the classroom.  

4. ATTENTION. When I hit the singing bowl or I say “Quiet on the set!”, I am requesting your attention.                   
You are to sit up with eyes on me. This says you are ready! 

5. Be quiet and listen when it is the teacher’s or another student’s turn to speak. 

6. I GOTCHA (Consequences). If you are disrupting class in some way or not engaged in your work, Mr                  
Shimp will point with one finger and say “I Gotcha”. If you are caught a second time, He will point to you                      
with two fingers and say “I Gotcha”. This means you need to go fill out the time-to-think sheet. The third                    
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“I Gotcha” in the period will be used along with a three-finger point and is a responsibility log. A fourth “I                     
Gotcha” will be a d-slip and removal from the classroom to the office. 

7. ALWAYS GIVE YOUR BEST EFFORT.  

a. Use correct posture when it is time to play music.  

b. If you get lost in the music, try to locate your place quickly and join back in. Even if you can’t join                      
in immediately, track the music with your instrument in the playing position so that you can join                 
in at the nearest opportunity. You can’t succeed if you don’t constantly try. 

8. WORKING IN GROUPS. Whenever we need to work as a team, outline what it is you need to                  
complete. Have every person say what they’re willing to do. Then each does the activity until everyone                 
in the group is through. 

9. KEEPING A STEADY BEAT. We will be meticulous while counting our music to make sure we are                 
keeping steady time. We will apply subdivisions and tap our feet as we play: 

beat only: 

say: 1 2 3 4  

beat with subdivision:  

say: 1 di 2 di 3 di 4 di 

beat with subdivision and foot: 

say: 1 di 2 di 3 di 4 di 

tap: ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ 

10. Please refrain from horseplay, e.g., throwing things in or around the ensemble room.  

11. Ask for permission before using the phone. NEVER answer the phone. 

BREAKING DOWN THE ROOM OR CONCERT STAGE 

1. END OF THE PERIOD. Keep your instruments and music accessible until the director dismisses you. 
2. Prior to leaving your spot: 

a. Put all your music and pencils inside the folder. 

b. The learner will assume liability for the adequate care of personal instruments or any instrument               
checked out and in their possession. Care for string instruments include wiping rosin off your               
instrument and the stick of your bow with a cloth, wiping fingerprints and sweat from the                
instrument with a second cloth, loosening bow hair and ensuring each string has a working fine                
tuner. The student, in cases of negligence, will pay for damages to instruments. (Example:              
dropping the instrument, knocking the instrument over, stepping on the instrument, vandalizing            
the instrument, etc. but not limited to) At the end of the year, school-owned equipment must be                 
brought back in near equal condition as when issued. CGMSN is not responsible for lost or                
stolen instruments.  
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c. Pick up trash in your area and make sure you have all of your belongings. 

3. HELP OUT! Put things away in the proper place when you are done using them. 

4. You will be given 3 minutes before the bell to pack-up instruments and get ready for your next class. 

5. All students will be dismissed when everyone is back in their seat and prepared to go.  

6. PREPARATION. Train at home ten minutes per day, or as long as it takes to accomplish whatever has                  
been assigned. Warning: Your practice time is just like homework. If you do not practice regularly you                 
will not get better, and you will not succeed in this class. Practicing is one of the most crucial parts of                     
your orchestra experience. You will not always want to practice, but the more it becomes your routine,                 
the more success you will have! 

RECORDING YOUR ASSIGNMENTS. You can upload a video file to submit as an assignment in Canvas. You                 
can also use Canvas to record an audio or video file to submit as an assignment. Before submitting an                   
assignment, you may want to review all assignment information, such as the assignment rubric, if any. You can                  
also provide assignments using your Android or iOS device. 
 
1. OPEN ASSIGNMENTS. In Course Navigation, click the Assignments link. 

 

2. OPEN ASSIGNMENT. Click the name of the assignment. 

 

3. SUBMIT ASSIGNMENT. Press the Submit Assignment button. 

 

Note: If you cannot see the Submit Assignment button, your instructor may not want you to submit your                  
assignment on-line or the access date has passed. View the explanation of the assignment for               
instructions, or contact your teacher for assistance. 
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4. SELECT MEDIA. To open the media upload tool, select the Media tab [1] and click the Record/Upload                 
Media button [2]. 

a.  
5. RECORD MEDIA. You have the option to record video or record audio to upload to the assignment.                 

You will want to record video. 
a. Pick a microphone for your recording by clicking the Mic button [1]. To select a webcam, click                 

the Webcam button [2]. 

 

Note: If you get an error which says, "Media comment uploading has not been set up properly," please                  
contact your instructor. 

6. UPLOAD MEDIA. You can upload a video file [2] to your assignment. The method is the same for both. 
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7. SELECT MEDIA FILE. Select the file you want to upload and press Open to start uploading the file. 

 

8. MONITOR FILE LOADING. Monitor the file upload. The upload process will stop automatically. 
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9. SUBMIT ASSIGNMENT. View your media recording upload in the assignment submission box [1]. You              
can add a text comment to your recording [2]. 

To replace the recorded or uploaded media before submitting your assignment, refresh your web              
browser and record or upload your media again. 

To submit your recording, select the Submit Assignment button [3]. 

 

10. VIEW SENT ASSIGNMENT. The Sidebar displays information about your submission [1]. 

If allowed by your instructor, you may choose to re-submit another version of your assignment by                
clicking the Re-Submit Assignment button [2]. You will only be able to look at the details of your last                   
submission in the Sidebar, but your instructor will be able to see all of your submissions. 

Once the instructor has graded your submission, the Grades link in Course Navigation reveals a               
grading indication. Furthermore, you can see details regarding your assignment and links to additional              
feedback in your Grades page. 
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Note: 

● After submitting an assignment, the task will still show up in Assignments and in the Syllabus; the listing                  
is not removed with assignment submissions. 

● Whenever you resubmit an assignment, you can only access and view your most recent submission.               
Nevertheless, instructors can look at all of your submissions. 

IF YOU HAVE BEEN ABSENT 

7. Tests are usually posted on Canvas. Check the To Do section. 

8. MAKEUP WORK. On the day you return, check the absent board for any work handed out while you                  
were gone. Ask Mr Shimp for clarification.  

 

General Payment and Fundraising Policies 

Brochure Sale and Letter Campaign 
We will hold two fundraisers this year. The first will be a letter campaign. The second will be a brochure sale.                     
For the letter campaign, we will create letters with space for a personalized message. At the beginning of the                   
fundraiser, we will spend time writing our letters with refreshments!! What's a party without refreshments,               
anyway? The letters will be mailed at the end of the day. At the completion of the campaign, each participating                    
child will be provided with a list of their sponsors for hand-delivering or mailing thank-you notes. If a sponsor                   
requests a receipt for tax purposes, it will be emailed to them. 
 
Our letter campaign fundraiser could not be successful without everyone's help. The students will be involved                
in worthwhile musical practice and sponsors can support our music program as well as the community. There                 
are many great things about this fundraiser:  

1. No one has to sell anything.  
2. No one feels obligated to buy something they either don’t need or want.  
3. No one has to deliver anything (except a thank you note) and nothing will go bad if not refrigerated or                    

frozen.  
4. All sponsor donations are tax deductible. Our goal would be for each student to collect just $15 per                  

sponsor. 
 

● When paying with checks or money orders, please write the student’s name on the check. 
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● If you are unable to pay fees by the deadline, please talk to me. 

● Students are financially responsible for fundraising items that they check out. 

Students who are no-shows at an extracurricular event are required to pay all fees associated with that event. 

School-Owned Instruments 
While a student’s inability to purchase his or her own instrument is a consideration that the teacher makes in                   

making the decision to loan out a school instrument, other factors (e.g. a student qualifies for solo and                  
ensemble competition but owns a low quality instrument) are also considered.  

Cello and bass students will be charged $75 per student/year in order to cover repairs associated with string                  
instruments that are school owned, and used at school. This fee is for each instrument used during the                  
year. 

Recommended suppliers: 
 

Paige’s Music of Indianapolis 

5282 East 65th Street  

Indianapolis, IN 46220 

www.paigesmusic.com 

PHONE:  (317) 842-2102 

TOLL FREE:  (800) 382-1099 

FAX:  (317) 842-4202 

 

Encore Orchestral Strings 

www.encoreorchestral.com 

PHONE:  (317) 577-3434 

TOLL FREE:  (800) 974-4713 

 

www.hutchinsandrea.com (sheet music) 

www.jwpepper.com (sheet music) 

 

 

Instrument and Bow Upgrades for 
Strings 

 
Bow upgrades 

Bow price range: 

Beginners - $35-$45 

Intermediate - $80-$300 

 

Instrument upgrades 
Spruce top – no plastic tops 

Instrument price range: 

Beginners – around $800-$1,500 

Intermediate - $1,500-$3,000 

Advanced - $3,000 or more 

 

Strings – I recommend Dominant or Helicore 
(cello/bass), no Red Labels 

 

Other resources to use when researching a ‘step-up’ 
instrument: 

www.talkbass.com 

www.violinist.com 

www.teenstrings.com 
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Student leadership and Director-appointed Positions 
 

Title Description 

Photographer The classroom photographer will take five to six student 
photos per day during class. These photos will be 
uploaded to the website, beginning September 4.  

Keep in mind who the audience for the pictures are (the 
parents and possibly administration). 

Feel free to edit the photos before submitting to the 
shared Google Drive folder. 

Section leaders (First-desk players) Though technical ability and good musicianship – as 
determined by a section leader audition – is a major 
consideration when I designate first-desk players, I will 
also measure a student’s playing experience and 
leadership abilities.  

First-desk players are responsible for the following: 

Coordination of the bowing or sticking and articulations of 
their section. This includes any changes that happen 
during rehearsal. 

Assisting me in organizing and operating sectional 
rehearsals 

Assisting section members by offering support and 
guidance 

Modelling good conduct and responsible behavior to the 
members of their section 

 

Switching Instruments 
Students can switch instruments provided they have taken private lessons with a CG approved private teacher                
and there is a need in the section you want to switch into. Before you begin the switching process, seek                    
director approval and guidance on CG approved private teachers. The decision to allow instrument switches               
will be based on instrumentation needs for the grade level. Once private lessons begin, achievement level on                 
benchmark assessments and progress reports from private teachers before schedule change will occur. 

Advanced Placement Seating 
Every orchestra class is an interesting mix of students varying in ability. In this program, every student is 
important to the success of the orchestra.  
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Competition creates a situation “where many persons must lose in order for a few to win a prized status.” The 
orchestra program aims to continue its tradition of replacing hostile competition between peers with teamwork.  

AP Seating consists of auditions to determine chair or ensemble placement.  These are competitive auditions 
only for students who are interested in assuming responsibilities attached to sitting in the first desk. 

Policy for Attending Field Trips 
1. Follow directions, especially directions about boundaries - where to be and not to be. Comply with all                 

requests made by chaperones or other adults, unless you believe the request to be unsafe or                
professionally inappropriate. If you completely disagree with a chaperone, find and ask the director for               
clarification. 

2. Do not bring anything on the trip that would get you in trouble at school. 
3. Be safe; do not engage in reckless behavior that could harm yourself or others. If you see students                  

doing things that could cause them or another student to get hurt, please tell a chaperone or the                  
director. 

4. Tell your chaperone about any allergies and special dietary needs you have. They don’t know you like                 
your parents do, so extra communication is necessary. 

DURING BUS TRAVEL 

1. It is each student’s responsibility to load their bags, instruments and equipment on the buses. 
2. Students are to be absolutely quiet during every roll call and when instructions are being given by the                  

chaperones, the director or the driver.  
3. If you notice a student who is missing, speak up. 
4. Students must ride the same bus for the duration of the trip; do not switch buses unless told to do so by                      

the director. 
5. Bags, purses, etc.are to be stowed under the seat, not in the bus aisles. 
6. Blankets may only be used when a student has no one sitting next to him/her. 

Finally, if there is ever a question about anything regarding the trip, ask a chaperone or the director. 

How Parents Can Help 
The key to a successful program is the support of staff, students and especially the parents. If you can be of                     
assistance in any of the following areas, please volunteer your time and talents. There is nothing more                 
rewarding than being an active member of a fine organization and your involvement speaks volumes about                
how you value the choices your child makes. Fill out the Parent Profile Form toward the back of the handbook,                    
and a committee chairperson will be in touch with you! 

We need parents to assist in the following capacities: 

Hospitality – arrange for refreshments at general meetings and other functions. 

Fundraising - promoting, ordering, selling and accounting for items sold as fundraisers for the music program 

Orchestra Field Trips – assist orchestra director with necessary arrangements for the orchestra field trips (8th                
grade) including monitoring individual student payments. 

Those with the following Special Skills and Interests: 
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● Legal advisors 
● Sound equipment 
● Audio / visual 
● Notary public 

● Computers 
● Nurse 
● CPA 
● Graphics / art 

● Crafts 
● Carpentry 
● Miscellaneous 

Parents and guardians are encouraged to assist students in their practice.  

Parents, siblings and other guests are welcome to observe rehearsals as long as they do not disturb the                  
student. 

Instrument Care and Maintenance 
 

Cleaning 
Students will learn at their first lessons on how to care for their instrument. If a student is not sure what to use                       
to clean, PLEASE ASK. Steps that should be followed include wiping outside of instrument with a soft, dry cloth                   
(do not use chemicals) 

Repairs 
Tools can severely damage instruments. Never use pliers or any tool for any reason. Never polish with                 
chemicals to make instruments “shiny.” Exposure to water can ruin string instruments.  

Proper handling and playing of instruments will prevent major issues. ALWAYS ASK IF YOU ARE NOT SURE                 
HOW TO FIX/CLEAN SOMETHING. Paige’s Music is an excellent company to have repairs sent to. They visit                 
our schools weekly to deliver/pick up instruments for repair. If renting through Paige's, repairs are included in                 
the cost of the rental. 

If you rented your instrument with Paige’s Music and the instrument is in need of repair, please do one the                    
following: 

● Call their Customer Service Department to arrange a pickup and to schedule a loaner instrument. The                
phone number is 1.800.382.1099. 

OR 

● Go to www.paigesmusic.com and click on “Loaner Request” under the “My Account” menu. Fill out the                
form that appears on screen. Use the comments field for any detailed instructions. 

Important: Take your instrument to Mr Shimp at school and complete a repair tag. Make sure he knows you are                    
sending it in for servicing and not returning your rental. They’ll deliver the loaner and pick up your instrument                   
the following Wednesday. 

Loaner Instrument Tips: Keep your bow, rosin, shoulder rest and any other part of the instrument that you own                   
to use with the loaner. Please remember to transfer your belongings back to your instrument when it is                  
returned to you. Most repairs are returned one week from the day they are picked up. 
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PARENT PROFILE FORM 
 

The key to a successful program is the support of staff, students, and especially the parents. If you can be of                     
assistance in any of the following areas, please volunteer your time and talents. Check areas of interest below                  
and a committee chairperson will be in touch with you! 

Organize Help Out 

_________ _________ Hospitality: Social activities, banquets, refreshments, etc. 

_________ _________ Newsletter: Help compile the monthly newsletter 

_________ _________ Field Trip: Help plan trips, chaperone students 

_________ _________ Fundraising: Help organize fundraisers, work events 

SPECIAL SKILLS AND INTERESTS 

Check one or more of the areas where you can assist. 

______   Legal advisors ______   Nurse Miscellaneous: (use space to describe) 

______   Sound equipment ______   CPA 

______   Audio / visual ______   Graphics / art 

______   Notary public ______   Crafts 

______   Computers ______   Carpentry 

 

(Mr) ________________________________ Job description _______________________________________ 

(Mrs) _______________________________ Job description _______________________________________ 

 

Please list any other skills you believe will be helpful to the orchestra: 

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How much time can you help? 

______ 5 hours a year ______ Several hours a month ______Several hours a week ______ Daily 

I can help more in the months of _____________________________________. 

______ Yes, I can be on hand (on occasion) to help out during and after school. 
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ORCHESTRA HANDBOOK CONTRACT 
 

Please fill out this handbook agreement form by August 14, saying 
that you have read and understand the material covered in the 

Orchestra Handbook. 
 

By signing below, I affirm that: 

● I have read and understand the policies stated in the Orchestra Handbook. 
● By enrolling in the orchestra, I agree to comply with these policies, procedures and expectations. 
● I have this year’s orchestra calendar and am responsible for attendance at all required events. 

 

Student's Name: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Parent’s Signature:
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please turn the form in by Friday, August 14! 
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